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Bandwidth evaluation of dispersive transformation electromagnetics based devices C. Argyropoulos1 , E. Kallos1 , and Y. Hao1 1
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Abstract— In this paper the transient responses of some devices which are based on transformation electromagnetics are studied, such as invisible cloaks and concentrators, by using the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) numerical technique. In particular, effects of the inherent losses as well as the coating size of the ideal cylindrical cloak on its bandwidth and cloaking performance are examined. In addition, it is demonstrated that the performance of transformation electromagnetics based devices is affected by the material parameters in the design, although they may behave nicely under monochromatic plane wave illuminations. The obtained results are of interest for the future practical implementation of these structures.



1. INTRODUCTION



Transformation electromagnetics [1, 2] enables the design of exotic devices for the manipulation of electromagnetic waves in ways that are not occurring naturally. The most prominent application so far has been the cloak of invisibility [1], a structure that can be constructed using dispersive metamaterials [3]. Other design examples include the rotation coating [4], which rotates the apparent position of an object placed inside it, and the ideal concentrator [5], which enhances the amplitude of external fields in a small region of space. So far, however, such devices have been mostly studied under single frequency plane wave illumination [6], which effectively ignores their inherently dispersive nature. For example, the investigation of the cloaking bandwidth has been very limited in the literature to mostly analytical treatments [7, 8]. In this paper, we examine the transient responses of transformation-based devices. The goal is to demonstrate their bandwidth performance and better understand the physics involved in their frequency response. This is achieved using the robust and efficient dispersive radially-dependent FDTD numerical technique [9]. This numerical modeling method is advantageous compared to the Finite Element Method (FEM) used in previous works [10], since the transient response and the operational bandwidth of a device can be easily computed. Dispersive FDTD also self-consistently includes the frequency-dependent effects of the electric and magnetic components that arise in resonance-based metamaterial structures. Initially, FDTD simulations are carried out to obtain the bandwidth of various lossy cylindrical cloaks, which is found to be strongly dependent on the loss characteristics of the materials. Next, the bandwidth of an ideal cloak is quantified as a function of the thickness of materials coating the object. Finally, we demonstrate that devices with more extreme material parameters exhibit reduced bandwidth. This is shown through comparing the transient responses of the ideal cylindrical cloak [10], the rotation coating [4] and the ideal concentrator [5]. Although we only present results from a few example devices here, we expect that these results are generally applicable to other devices based on metamaterials and transformation electromagnetics. 2. BANDWIDTH OF LOSSY IDEAL CYLINDRICAL CLOAKS



In this section we investigate the bandwidth of the ideal cloak under the effect of losses. For the twodimensional (2-D) FDTD simulations presented here, a perfect electric conductor (PEC) cylinder (the object to be cloaked) is surrounded by an ideal cylindrical cloak. Without loss of generality, a TM plane wave is incident and only three field components are non-zero: Ex , Ey and Hz . The ideal cloak is characterized by three radially-dependent parameters given in cylindrical coordinates: εr , εφ and µz . The computational domain of the infinite (towards the z-direction) ideal cloak can be seen in Fig. 1(a). The FDTD cell size, throughout the modeling, is chosen ∆x = ∆y = λ/150, where λ is the wavelength of the excitation signal in free space. The domain size is 850 × 850 cells, or approximately 5.66λ × 5.66λ. The temporal discretization is chosen according to the Courant
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Figure 1: (a) FDTD computational domain of the ideal cylindrical cloak. Time-dependent temporally finite signals are excited on the source line shown on the left hand side, and recorded on the line segment shown on the right hand side after averaging over the segment’s length. (b) Comparison of bandwidth performance of lossy ideal cloaks as a function of the material loss tangent. The performance of a bare PEC cylinder and the lossless cloak are also shown.



√ stability condition [11] and the time step is given by ∆t = ∆x/ 2c, where c is the speed of light in free space. Throughout the paper the devices are designed to have an operating frequency of f = 2 GHz, where the free space wavelength is λ ' 15 cm. The electromagnetic parameters of the ideal cloaking structure, in cylindrical coordinates, are given by [10]: µ ¶2 r − R1 r R2 r − R1 εr (r) = , εφ (r) = , µz (r) = (1) r r − R1 R2 − R1 r where R1 is the inner radius, R2 the outer radius and r an arbitrary radius inside the cloaking structure. When the parameters have dispersive values, they are mapped using the Drude dispersion ωp2 model: εˆ(ω) = 1 − ω2 −jωγ , where ωp is the plasma frequency and γ is the collision frequency characterizing the losses of the dispersive material. The frequency-dependent material parameters, denoted with a hat ( ˆ ), are the ones implemented in the FDTD algorithm. These should be clearly distinguished from the design parameters of the device (Eq. (1)), which are valid at a single frequency only. Furthermore, the parameters can have non-dispersive values, and in that case they σ are simulated with a conventional dielectric/magnetic model: εˆ(ω) = ε+ jω , where ε is the radiallydependent parameter and σ is the electric or magnetic conductivity. A detailed description of the radially-dependent dispersive FDTD algorithm employed to model the ideal cloak can be found in [6, 9]. In the case of Drude model mapping of the material parameters, a lossy parameter can be presented in an alternative way: εˆ = ε(1 − j tan δ), where the parameter ε is dependent upon the radius of the device and tan δ is the loss tangent of the lossy material. If the previous formula is substituted in the Drude model and tan δ isp assumed constant, the radially-dependent plasma and tan δ collision frequencies are obtained: ωp (r) = (1 − ε)ω 2 + εωγ tan δ, γ(r) = εω (1−ε) . Similarly, the conductivity of the conventional dielectric/magnetic model is given by (using ε as an example): σ(r) = εω tan δ, which is again function of the radially-dependent parameter ε. The lossy ideal cylindrical cloak is simulated with the proposed FDTD technique. The device is excited with a plane wave pulse centered at 2 GHz confined in a broadband Gaussian envelope with a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 1 GHz. The dimensions of the cloaking 4λ structure are R1 = 2λ 3 and R2 = 3 in terms of the free space wavelength. The Total-Field Scattered-Field (TF-SF) technique [11] is used for the FDTD computational domain throughout this paper in order to excite the plane waves. The magnetic field values Hz are spatially averaged along a parallel to the x-axis line segment, approximately equal to the length of the domain, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The transmitted Fourier spectrum is then retrieved from the time-dependence of the averaged field signals, which is next divided by the spectrum of the input pulse, yielding the transmission amplitude as a function of the frequency.
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Figure 2: (a) FDTD computational domain of the ideal cylindrical cloak. Time-dependent temporally finite signals are excited on the source line shown on the left hand side, and recorded on the line segments shown on the right hand side after averaging over the segment’s length. For each of the three cloaks shown, the fields are averaged over a different line segment, with a length equal to each cloak’s diameter. (b) Comparison of bandwidth performance of lossless ideal cloaks with different thicknesses. The frequency response of the broadband source pulse onto a bare PEC cylinder is also shown.



The cloaking bandwidth for five different values of the loss tangent (tan δ) can be seen in Fig. 1(b). The case of the lossless cloak is also included in this graph, which is shown to peak at 1 at the operating frequency of 2 GHz: this confirms the operation of the ideal cloak at its design frequency as the signal amplitude is fully restored. The scattering amplitude of the bare PEC cylinder is also included in the graph, with an amplitude around 0.8 and relatively independent from frequency. Thus, the bandwidth of the ideal lossless cloak, defined through the range of frequencies where the transmitted field amplitude is higher than the field amplitude transmitted without a cloak, is estimated to be approximately 11.5%. It is observed that the transmission amplitudes for cloaks that have increasingly higher loss tangents are dropping rapidly. This occurs over the whole frequency range for all the lossy cloaks. The cloaking effect ceases to exist when the losses are higher than tan δ ≥ 0.05, which is actually a typical loss value for metamaterial structures close to the resonance [12]. Thus, a practical cloak will require very low loss factors in order to provide any useful type of cloaking. It is worth noticing that such inherent losses will impose qualitatively similar performance constraints on the majority of transformation-based structures. Finally, the results indicate that the cloak can work as a good absorber for loss values of tan δ ≥ 0.05, as was explored in our previous work [13]. 3. BANDWIDTH OF IDEAL CYLINDRICAL CLOAKS WITH VARYING THICKNESSES



In this section, we are interested in the dependence of the bandwidth on the size of the ideal cloak. In principle, the thickness of the cloaking coating can be arbitrary, since the parameters R1 and R2 in Eq. (1) can be freely chosen as long as R2 > R1 . For any given pair of R1 and R2 , the cloak will operate perfectly under plane wave illumination that matches the device’s operating frequency (which is determined by the resonant frequency of the device’s metamaterial elements), as long as the material parameters satisfy Eq. (1). However, thinner cloaks with R2 ' R1 require more extreme material parameters in order to operate, because the denominators of εφ and µz in Eq. (1) are becoming arbitrarily small as R2 → R1 . Similarly, thicker cloaks with R2 À R1 require more relaxed values for these parameters. These differences, effectively undetected by a perfect plane wave, are expected to materialize when the ideal cloak interacts with more broadband pulses: thinner cloaks should operate over narrower bandwidths. Similarly to the method outlined in the previous section, the transmitted field amplitude is recorded, when a 1 GHz-wide Gaussian pulse centered at 2 GHz impinges on a bare metallic object with radius R1 = 2λ 3 . Three different FDTD scenarios are investigated, where the object is coated with an ideal lossless cylindrical cloak that extends up to the outer radius R2 , which can take the values 1.5R1 , 2.0R1 , or 4.5R1 . The computational domain is the same as before and the three
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Transmission amplitude (arb. units)



modeling scenarios are depicted in Fig. 2(a). The magnetic field values Hz are recorded at a tunable area, which scales with the size of the cloaks, as it is graphically depicted in Fig. 2(a). In order to make fair comparisons between the transmitted spectra for the different-sized cloaks, the fields for each device are averaged along a different line segment, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In all cases the averaging line segment is positioned 1.5λ away from the outer cloaking shell, while the segment’s length is equal to the diameter of each device. The transmission amplitudes of cloaks with three different sizes are reported in Fig. 2(b). It is indeed verified that thicker cloaks have less extreme material parameters and thus wider bandwidths. The thicker cloak with R2 = 4.5R1 has a bandwidth equal to 13.2%, broader than the thinner cloaks with thicknesses R2 = 2R1 and R2 = 1.5R1 , which have bandwidths equal to 12.1% and 9.8%, respectively. From a physics perspective, thicker cloaks allow the wavefronts to bend less inside the cloaking coating, thus requiring more moderate values of material parameters. On the other hand, the cloak is becoming less attractive in terms of application and less practical in the design as its size is increased. Ultimately, a higher number of discrete concentric layers of metamaterial structures might be required to construct the device, thus leading to imperfections in the cloaking operation. Note that a secondary smaller peak appears in the transmission spectra of the thick cloak (R2 = 4.5R1 ) close to the frequency of 1.1 GHz. This peak is attributed energy accumulation due to the interference pattern of the transmitted field at the monitoring point. It does not imply a cloaking effect since it depends on the distance between the device and the averaging line segment. Finally, it should be noted that if the arguments presented in this section are reversed and dimensions of the object is know in prior, then by monitoring the transmission of broadband pulses one could detect not only the presence of an ideal cloak in the direction of propagation of the pulse, but also determine its exact size through monitoring the off-frequency field amplitude. 1
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Figure 3: Comparison of the bandwidth performance of different transformation-based devices. The bare PEC cylinder performance is also included. 4. BANDWIDTH COMPARISONS OF TRANSFORMATION-BASED DEVICES



In this section, the bandwidth performance of different transformation-based cylindrical devices is compared. Specifically, the cylindrical ideal cloak [10], the rotation coating [4] and the ideal concentrator [5] are modeled with the radially-dependent FDTD technique. Two different rotation coatings are modeled: one that rotates the fields inside the core by an angle of π/2 and one that rotates the fields by π/10. All the devices are lossless. Cylinders of different materials are placed inside the inner core of these devices. The core of the ideal cloak is a PEC cylinder, as discussed previously. The rotation coatings have a free space core to achieve unperturbed propagation of the electromagnetic radiation. Finally, inside the ³ ´2 2 in order to comply with concentrator a magnetic material is placed with permeability µz = R R1 its proposed design material values given in [5] for the given polarization examined here. The computational domain is the same with the one in section 2, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The dimensions of the inner core and outer shell for all the devices are chosen to be the same, equal to



5 4λ R1 = 2λ 3 and R2 = 3 , for better comparison of their performance. The transmission amplitude for an incident broadband pulse is calculated in the same way as in section 2 for each device independently and the results are shown in Fig. 3. By comparing the bandwidths of the various devices, we observe that the rotator with the large rotation angle has the narrowest bandwidth, followed by the ideal cloak. The two most broadband devices are the concentrator and the rotator with the small rotation angle. These differences are attributed to the material parameters where more dispersive values are required. For example, the rotator with the large rotation angle imposes larger bending onto the incoming electromagnetic wavefronts, thus requiring more extreme material parameters. Moreover, for the cases of the concentrator and the rotators, these devices allow wave propagation through their inner cores, and, hence, require less bending of the electromagnetic waves in comparison to the ideal cloaks. Note that the ideal concentrator can also be regarded as an ideal, more broadband, cloak, where the fields can penetrate its core, similar to the plasmonic cloaking devices proposed in [14].



5. CONCLUSION



The transient responses of transformation-based devices are numerically studied with a robust radially-dependent dispersive FDTD technique. The operational bandwidths of an ideal concentrator and a rotation coating is presented, leading to a better understanding of these metamaterial devices. Moreover, the inherent losses of the resonating metamaterial structures are exploited, and are found to cause distortions in the frequency response of the ideal cloaking structure. Hence, metamaterials with minimum loss factor have to be constructed, prior to the practical implementation of transformation-based devices. Finally, it is shown that thicker cloaks have wider bandwidths because they require more moderate anisotropic material parameters. REFERENCES
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where Î» is the wavelength of the excitation signal in free space. The domain size is ... Figure 1: (a) FDTD computational domain of the ideal cylindrical cloak. 
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